
WS #1  4NT Means What When? 

The bid of 4NT has so many meanings and we are going to review all of 

them.  We will also take a look at when to consider asking for aces, the rea-

sons not to ask for aces.  As responder, we will explore the responses when 

holding a void.  We will also look at when to sign off, when to bid six, when 

to ask for kings and when to consider bidding the grand!  Whether you play 

Roman Keycard or not, this workshop is for you! June 4th 

 

1NT - 2♣ - 2♥ - 4NT = ?       1♥ - 4NT = ?       1♥ - 3♥ - 4NT - 6♣ = ?       
 

 

 

WS #2  Slam Cuebids 

One of the flaws to bidding blackwood is when you have a sorry side suit.  

Slam cuebidding helps to solve this flaw and determines whether or not you 

may ask for aces.  Slam cuebidding also solves other flaws in bidding Black-

wood.  We will take a look those along with American Cuebids and Italian 

Cuebids.  Slam cuebidding is used with all types of aces asking bids so join 

Donna on this exploration of solving the aces asking problems.  June 11th 

 

North South 

1♥ 1♠  

3♥  4♣  

? 

 

North 

♠ 5 

♥ A K Q 8 4 3 

♦ 8 6  

♣ A Q J  
 

 

WS #3  Bidding Practice ~ Slam Cuebidding & Blackwood 

Join Donna for a morning of practice bidding using the Slam Cuebidding and 

Blackwood Conventions in 24 hands. A bid part of the assimilation process 

is practicing what you are learning in a supervised setting! June 18th 
 

 
$40/Class ~ BAND Patron 30% Discount ~ Multiple Class Discount BPM Punch Cards 

June Slam Bidding Workshops with Donna  
Mondays 10am-12pm 

Guaranteed to Make Your Slam Bidding More Accurate!  

Join the workshops to get the answers to the auctions below... 

BAND  12250 Inwood Rd. Suite 8 Dallas, TX  75244  972.960.6700  www.BridgeInDallas.com 


